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Abstract: Dimap, standing for Digital Image Map, is mainly a metadata format designed by Spot Image, Satellus and CNES (the 
French National Space Agency) to document digital imagemaps. It was designed taking into account the early experiences of 
GIS-Geospot and GIS-Image. It is composed of two parts, adopting GeoTIFF as the primary image layer and XML to describe 
metadata. Any basic internet browser may be used to access and view Dimap databases. 

Dimap metadata is composed of container, groups and subgroups, keywords and property/values. Dimap metadata contain 
plenty of and detailed information about satellite in orbit and image parameters, which are all very helpful and necessary for 
SPOT image rectification with spare GCPs(Ground Control Point). At first the paper gives a detailed introduction to metadata, 
then tells how to process the data prepared for image rectification with spare GCPs. Experiments show what accuracy of image 
rectification can be got with metadata and spare GCPs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION TO DIMAP 
 

Dimap, standing for Digital Image Map, is mainly a metadata format rather than image format designed by Spot 
Image, Satellus and CNES (the French National Space Agency) to document digital imagemaps. It is an open data 
format, supporting not only raster date but also vector data. It was designed taking into account the early experiences 
of GIS-Geospot and GIS-Image. It is composed of two parts, adopting GeoTIFF as the primary image layer and 
XML to describe metadata. Any basic internet browser may be used to access and view Dimap databases. SPOT 5 
satellite images use this format to be distributed. 

Dimap is a kind of independent format, which can be easily transferred into database table structure or text or an 
API. The objectives for developing Dimap are as following: (1) Data cataloguing and browsing (use of XML/XSL); 
(2) Direct use format;(3)Use of metadata concepts, specially tailored to imagery;(4)Use of already existing standards 
for geodesy (EPSG/GeoTIFF); (5)Use of ISO rules when applicable;(6)Use of already existing standards for binary 
data storage;(7) Object oriented design;(8)Sensor and application independence. 

Since Dimap is developed based on GIS-Geospot 4.0 and GISimage 1.1, it inherits the key features from these two 
formats, which are geocoded data sets, full raster layer description (including source information), any geographic 
area coverage (implies mosaicked images handling), multiple data layers (raster, vector, DEM…), Digital packaging, 
Super Tiling (very large datasets handling), humanly readable metadata and XML implementation provided. 
 

2. SPOT 5 Dimap metadata analysis 
 
2.1 Metadata structure 

 
Ordinarily SPOT 5 Dimap metadata of each image is Metadata.dim. Metadata.dim is a modular and Object 

Oriented style designing structure which has Container, Groups and Sub-groups, Keywords and Property/Values.  



 
 
Fig 1 Metadata structure 

The container is the Document because it is composed of valued groups (body parts).The groups are body parts 
because they are made of subgroups or individual valued properties or other nested body parts. The keywords have 
properties or values assigned to them. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Dimap Metadata container and groups 
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Fig. 3 example of Dimap Metadata subgroups, keywords and values 

 
2.2 Metadata contents 

 
Metadata.dim contains detailed information about satellite in orbit, image acquiring and processing. The 

parameters are ID of metadata, ID of dataset, frame of dataset (lontitudes and latitudes of corners, scene center, 
orientation of scene ), row and column of scene, acquiring time of scene, reference coordinate system of scene, 
ephemeris of satellite(positions, velocity and time) and attitudes of satellite, etc. They make image rectification with 
spares GCPs become reality. 

Some parameters drawn from metadata for image rectification are as following: 
 Dataset_Frame: pixel coordinates, lontitudes and latitudes of 4 vertexes and scene center; 
 Data_Strip->Sensor_Configuration->Time_Stamp: time of scene center (YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MM:SS [.SSS]), 

line and pixel number of scene center, line scan interval which normally is 0.000376 sec/line, for the time for one 
HRG scene is 9 seconds; 
 Data_Strip->Ephemeris: satellite altitude in meters, longitude and latitude of nadir in degree, 8-10 groups of 

satellite positions and velocities in ITRF coordinate system before and after image scene acquiring with interval of 
30 seconds; 
 Data_Strip->Attitudes->Corrected_Attitudes: 72-73 groups of satellite attitudes of pitch, roll and yaw and time 

with interval of 1/8 seconds. 
 Data_Strip->Look_Angles->Look_Angles_List: view directions of each CCD, 24000 for HRG, 12000 for HRS, 

including along-track and across-track view angles. 
 
2.3Accuracy of satellite ephemeris and attitudes 

 
The accuracies of satellite ephemeris and attitudes are two key factors which determine the accuracy of image 

rectification. SPOT 5 satellite takes DORIS system to locate satellite positions so that the accuracy of satellite 
positions is within 1 meter, as showed in table 1. 

Table 1 Satellite orbit accuracy with DORIS system（ITRF） 

∆X ∆Y ∆Z 

0.71 m 0.67 m 0.36 m 

The attitudes of satellite are accurate attitudes of satellite rather than relative attitudes like of SPOT1-4. A report 
from CNES is said that the accuracies of attitudes, which are concluded from the statistic of image data from Sep., 
2003 to Sep., 2004, are as following. 

 
Table 2 Accuracies of satellite attitudes (arc×10-6) 

Image Pitch Roll Yaw 
HRG 30 20 20 
HRS 15 12 12 

Taking one scene of HRG image in Sichuan Province, China for example, interpolating ephemeris and attitudes 
for each scan image line, then extracting 100 groups of ephemeris and attitudes in order to analyze the relative 
accuracies of ephemeris and attitudes. 
a. Relative accuracies of attitudes  

 
Fig 4 Yaw angles with lines 

The average of Yaw angles is 1.61×10-3arc, the RMS of Yaw changing is 1.75×10-6arc，the most deviation is 
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3.12×10-6arc。 

 
 

Fig 5 Roll angles with lines 
The average of Roll angles is -4.7156×10-4arc, the RMS of Roll changing is 1.42×10-6arc，the most deviation is 

-2.66×10-6arc。So the satellite is very stable in Yaw direction. 

 
Fig 6 Pitch angles with lines 

The average of Pitch angles is -4.17×10-4arc, the RMS of Pitch changing is 5.88×10-7arc，the most deviation is 
-1.11×10-6arc。 

So the satellite is very stable in Yaw direction. 
 
b. Relative accuracies of ephemeris 

 
 

Fig 7 Velocities with lines 
The velocity of satellite changes from 7531.351m/s to 7531.516m/s, the RMS of velocity changing is 5.58×

10-2m/s, the most deviation is 1.16×10-1m/s. The satellite is running in same velocity. 
2.3 Processing of metadata  
 

Here are some processing and application examples of metadata. 
 
(1) Line dating 

 
SPOT5 use the ultra stable oscillator of DORIS able to provide an on-board time with datation accuracy better 

than 100 µs. 
Date t of any line l is given with reference to the scene center date. 

) -( cc lllsptt ×+=                                          ( 1) 
Where tc is the scene center date, the value of keyword Data_Strip->Sensor_Configuration-> 

Time_Stamp->SCENE_CENTER_TIME, lc is the line containing the scene center, the values of keyword 
Data_Strip->Sensor_Configuration->Time_Stamp->SCENE_CENTER_LINE, lsp is the line sampling period, the 
value of keyword Data_Strip->Sensor_Configuration->Time_Stamp-> LINE_PERIOD. 
 
(2) Satellite ephemeris interpolation 

 
SPOT5, ephemeris data are given every 30 seconds for the whole data strip. For a standard 60 km scene, eight (8) 

ephemeris values are provided. In order to compute position and velocity of any line within the scene, the Lagrangian 
interpolation requires 4 ephemeris points before this line and 4 points after this line. In the case where one ephemeris 
point fall into the scene, 9 ephemeris points are provided: 4 before the scene and 4 after the scene. 

Let t being the time of the line l for which position P(t) and velocity V(t) shall be computed, select the four 
ephemeris samples at time t1, t2, t3 and t4 before t and the four samples at time t5, t6, t7, t8 after t; all the time ti being 
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out of the acquisition range. 
Position and velocity are given by the following formulae: 
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Where P(ti) are the satellite position coordinates, the subgroups of Data_Strip->Ephemeris->Points-> 
Point->Location, V(ti) are the satellite velocity coordinates, the subgroups of Data_Strip-> Ephemeris->Points-> 
Point->Velocity, ti are the universal times corresponding to the positions and velocities, the values of keyword 
Data_Strip->Ephemeris->Points->Point->TIME. 
 
(3) Satellite attitudes interpolation 

 
All the SPOT satellites have sensors measuring the attitude variations (accelerations): -pitch (rotation speed ap 

around X2 axis), -roll (rotation speed ar around Y2 axis), and –yaw (rotation speed ay around Z2 axis). These 
accelerations are turned into angular velocities by the on board computer. The star tracking unit (ULS) on-board 
SPOT5 allows measuring absolute attitude values. Even if also rotation speeds are present in auxiliary data, it is not 
necessary to integrate these values. So only a linear interpolation is performed to get the attitude values 
[ap(t),ar(t),ay(t)] at the look time t matching the line l of the image. 
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Where i is the index of valid attitude measurement whose time is just before t (ti ≤ t ≤ ti+1), ap(t), ar(t) and ay(t), and 
ap(ti), ar(ti) and ay(ti) are the rotation angles around the pitch, roll and yaw axes at time t and ti got from metadata 
within the subgroups Data_Strip->Satellite_Attitudes->Corrected_Attitudes->Angles. 
 
2.4 Application test of metadata in image rectification 

 
Using the scene of HRG image mentioned above, a test of image rectification has been done. 43 GCPs were 

measured with GPS with accuracy of 50cm. 4 GCPs were selected and the other 39 GCPs were used as check points. 
The image rectification result is as following. 

 
Table 3 Image rectification results(RMS: pixel) 

Image GCP CHKP RMSX RMSY RMS 
HRG 4 39 1.66 2.29 2.83 

 
3. Conclusion 
 
(1) SPOT 5 Dimap metadata is an important information source for image rectification with spars GCPs. The paper 
shows what metadata will be used and how to extract and process in order to reduce the number of needed GCPs. 
The technology will be a kind of resolution for difficult mapping area where GCPs are hardly got. 



 
(2) SPOT satellite series have distinguished characteristics for surveying and mapping application as soon as they 
were launched. SPOT 5 satellite in essential is a mapping satellite with its high accurate DORIS and star-tracker 
measuring system and at first time lets image rectification without any GCPs reach reality. 
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